Abstract: Directional modulation (DM) has been developed based on narrowband antenna arrays, which can form the desired constellation values in the directions of interest while scrambling the values and simultaneously maintaining a magnitude response as low as possible in other directions. In this study, for the first time, the authors develop a multi-carrier based DM framework using antenna arrays, where simultaneous data transmission over multiple frequencies can be achieved, so that a much higher data rate can be obtained. In addition, such a framework allows possible frequency division based multi-user access to the system and also provides the flexibility of using different modulation schemes at different frequencies. Then, they study the antenna location optimisation problem for multi-carrier based DM using a compressive sensing based approach by employing the group sparsity concept. Examples are provided for both the design of weight coefficients and the optimisation of antenna locations.
Introduction
Directional modulation (DM) is a physical layer security technique using advanced antenna and array design methods, which aims to keep the desired constellation values in the directions of interest while scrambling the values and simultaneously maintaining a magnitude response as low as possible in other directions.
It was first introduced in [1, 2] as a near-field modulation technique using reflector switching. Then, a four-element reconfigurable antenna array was introduced in [3] to achieve DM by switching elements for each symbol to change its amplitude and phase of the element radiation pattern. In [4] , a method called dualbeam DM was introduced, where the in-phase and quadrature signals are transmitted by different antennas, instead of the same antenna that is used for traditional transmission. Phased arrays were introduced in [5] to realise DM and they were further investigated in [6] [7] [8] . In [9] , a new DM approach was proposed, where the radiation pattern is separated into information pattern and interference pattern through far-field null steering to control array excitations. In [10] , a design of far-field radiation pattern templates was developed for DM. Recently, a time modulation technique was proposed for DM to form a four-dimensional antenna array [11] .
However, all these works are based on the assumption that the information is transmitted at one single frequency, which is not an efficient way to use the available spectrum. In this work, borrowing the idea of multi-carrier based transmission for traditional wireless communication systems [12] [13] [14] [15] , we develop a novel multi-carrier based DM structure for antenna arrays, which can be implemented efficiently by the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). There are mainly three advantages for the proposed multi-carrier based DM: the first is that we can transmit multiple low rate data streams in parallel to achieve a much higher overall data rate, extending the use of DM effectively and efficiently to a wider bandwidth; the second advantage is that we can assign different carriers to different users allowing possible frequency division multi-user access, where the users can be located at the same directions or different directions and in the latter case, we can design the beam pointing to different directions at different frequencies; the third advantage is that it provides the flexibility of using different modulation schemes at different carrier frequencies.
First, we will extend the traditional single-carrier design for DM to the multi-carrier case for a given array geometry. Then we study the antenna location optimisation problem for multi-carrier based DM using a compressive sensing (CS) based approach by extending the formulation developed for narrowband sparse arrays in [16] . For the single-carrier case, we only need to find a common set of antenna locations for all constellation points. For the multicarrier structure, since more than one carrier frequency are used, a common solution only for all constellation points at one frequency is not enough, and we need to find a common set of optimised antenna locations for all modulation symbols at all carrier frequencies instead.
The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows. A review of the traditional DM structure is given in Section 2, followed by the proposed multi-carrier based structure and its design with a given array geometry. The CS-based antenna location optimisation method for multi-carrier based DM arrays is presented in Section 3. Design examples are provided in Section 4, with conclusions drawn in Section 5.
2 Proposed structure for multi-carrier based directional modulation
Review of DM with a single carrier
A narrowband linear array for transmit beamforming is shown in Fig. 1 
where { ⋅ } T is the transpose operation, and c is the speed of propagation. The vector of weight coefficients for their corresponding antennas is represented by w with
Then, the beam response of the array is given by T , m = 0, , …, M − 1. Each desired response p m (θ) is further split into two regions according to the direction of θ: the mainlobe p m, ML and the sidelobe p m, SL . The mainlobe will have the desired response representing the corresponding modulation symbol, while the sidelobe has a low gain with a scrambled phase response. For r sample points in the mainlobe and R − r sample points in the sidelobe, we have
All constellation points for a fixed θ share the same steering vector, and we put all the R − r steering vectors at the sidelobe region into an N × (R − r) matrix S SL , and the r steering vectors at the mainlobe direction into an N × r matrix, denoted by S ML . For the mth constellation point, its corresponding weight coefficients can be found by solving the following constrained optimisation problem:
where | | ⋅ | | 2 denotes the l 2 norm.
Proposed multi-carrier DM structure with a given array geometry
The proposed multi-carrier based transmit beamforming array structure for DM is shown in Fig. 2 , where each antenna is associated with multiple frequency-dependent weight coefficients w n, q , for n = 0, …, N − 1 and q = 0, …, Q − 1. The beamformer output x n (t) can be represented as follows:
where f 0 represents the carrier frequency and Δ f denotes the subcarrier spacing.
To derive a discrete baseband representation of the structure, we omit the carrier frequency f 0 , and substitute t = kt s into (6) for
. Therefore, the discrete baseband signal is given by
where
is the IDFT expression of w n, q * . Therefore, mathematically modulating on each subcarrier and then adding them together is equivalent to taking an IDFT. The outputs of IDFT are then followed by a parallel to serial converter (P/S) with the time interval t s between adjacent samples and a digital-to-analogue converter (D/A). Finally, the multiple baseband signals are modulated to their corresponding carrier frequency and transmitted through the antennas. The new multi-carrier structure is represented in Fig. 3 .
To have a beam pointing to a certain direction, the steering vector for the qth frequency is given by
where τ n for n = 1, …, N − 1 is the propagation advance for the signal from antenna n to antenna 0 and is a function of transmission angle θ, represented by ((d n cos(θ))/c). Then, the beam response of the array at the qth frequency is formulated as follows:
and w(ω q ) is the weight vector at the qth frequency, given by
Similarly, for M-ary signalling, we define p m (ω q , θ) as the desired array response to the mth constellation point at the q-th frequency for m = 0, …, M − 1 and q = 0, …, Q − 1, and then divide them into p m (ω q , θ ML ) (beam responses at the main lobe directions) and p m (ω q , θ SL ) (beam responses over the side lobe regions) in the same way as in (4), according to the direction of θ, where The corresponding weight vector is represented by
N × (R − r) matrix including all steering vectors at sidelobe regions at the qth frequency, and the steering vector in the mainlobe θ ML is an N × r matrix, denoted by S(ω q , θ ML ).
For the mth constellation point at the qth carrier frequency based on a given geometry, its corresponding weight coefficients can be obtained by solving the following constrained minimisation problem:
The objective function and constraint in (12) ensure a minimum difference between the desired and designed responses in the sidelobe, and a desired constellation value to the mainlobe or the direction of interest. To ensure that the constellation is scrambled in the sidelobe regions, the phase of the desired response
at different sidelobe directions can be randomly generated
The problem in (12) can be solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers and the optimum value for the weight vector w m (ω q ) is given in (13) , where R = S(ω q , θ SL )S H (ω q , θ SL ). 3 Location optimisation of array antennas for multi-carrier based DM Equation (12) is only for designing the DM coefficients for a given set of antenna locations. In practice, we may need to optimise the antenna locations to achieve an even lower cost function in (12) or reduce the number of required antennas for a similar level of cost function minimisation result. This is a traditional sparse antenna array design problem [18, 19] . Many methods have been proposed for the design of a general sparse antenna array, including the genetic algorithm [20] [21] [22] , simulated annealing [23] and CS [17, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , and in the context of single-carrier DM, it has been studied using CS-based methods in our recent publication [16] . For CS-based sparse DM array design with a single carrier [16] , a given aperture represented by d N − 1 , as shown in Fig. 1 , is densely sampled with a large number (N) of potential antennas, where the values of d n , for n = 1, 2, …, N − 1, are selected to give a uniform grid. Through selecting the minimum number of non-zero valued weight coefficients to generate a response close to the desired one described in (5), sparseness is achieved in the resultant design. In other words, if a weight coefficient is zero-valued, the corresponding antenna will be deemed inactive and therefore can be removed, leading to a sparse result.
Following this idea, for the multi-carrier structure in Fig. 3 , where each antenna is connected to multiple frequency-dependent weight coefficients, we could formulate the problem for the mth constellation point at the qth carrier frequency as follows:
where | | ⋅ | | 1 is the l 1 norm, used as an approximation to the l 0 norm, and α is the allowed difference between the desired and designed responses. However, the solution to (14) cannot guarantee the same set of active antenna positions for all constellation points at all frequencies. This means an antenna cannot be removed if the corresponding weight coefficients for all constellation points at all frequencies are not all zero-valued; in other words, to remove an antenna, we need all elements in the vector w n to be zero-valued or | | w n | | 2 = 0, where
Here w m, n, q represents the weight coefficient corresponding to the nth antenna location for the mth constellation point at the qth frequency. Then, to reduce the number of elements for an Nelement antenna array, we gather all | | w n | | 2 for n = 0, …, N − 1 to form a vector ŵ , given by
and min | | ŵ | | 1 represents the minimum number of non-zero valued | | w n | | 2 or the sparsest antenna array. This idea is called group sparsity [29] , which is used here for finding a common set of active antenna locations for all constellation points at all Q frequencies. Moreover, we need to impose DM constraints at all frequencies. Therefore, we first construct the following matrices:
for q = 0, 1, …, Q − 1. Then, based on the above matrices, a series of block diagonal ones are formed as follows:
Then, the l 1 norm minimisation for sparse DM array design can be formulated as
As the reweighted l 1 norm minimisation has a closer approximation to the l 0 norm [30] [31] [32] , we can further modify (25) into the reweighted form in a similar way as in [16] . For the reweighted design, at the ith iteration, the above formulations (25) become
where the superscript i indicates the ith iteration, and δ n is the reweighting term for the nth row of coefficients, given by
Here γ > 0 is required to provide numerical stability to prevent δ n i becoming infinity at the current iteration if the value of a weight coefficient is zero at the previous iteration, and it is chosen to be slightly less than the minimum weight coefficient that will be implemented in the final design (i.e. the value below which the associated antenna will be considered inactive and therefore removed from the obtained design result), where
. The iteration process is described as follows: The problem in (26) can be solved using CVX, a package for specifying and solving convex programs [33, 34] .
Design examples
In this section, several representative design examples are provided to show the working of the proposed multi-carrier based DM array structure and the performance of the location-optimised sparse array in comparison with a standard ULA.
Without loss of generality, we assume the mainlobe direction is To have a fair comparison, we first obtain the DM result using the method in (12) based on a 21-element ULA with a spacing of half-wavelength at the highest frequency. Based on the design result, we then calculate the error norm between the designed and the desired responses and its value represented by α is then used in the sparse array design as the threshold.
Design example with a given array geometry
The resultant beam patterns using (12) (12) at ∘ and −135 ∘ , respectively, while for the rest of the θ angles, phases of these symbols are random and their phase difference are scrambled, demonstrating that DM has been achieved effectively. The resultant weight coefficients for m = 0 (symbol 00) at the frequency 2.39875 GHz is shown in Table 1 .
Design example with antenna location optimisation
With the same value of error norm α obtained from the above ULA design case, we have set the maximum aperture to be 15λ with 150 equally spaced potential antennas for the multi-carrier structure based sparse array design. Moreover, γ = 0.001 was set to indicate that antennas associated with a weight value smaller than 0.001 is considered inactive.
For the reweighted l 1 norm minimisation method in (26) , the resultant number of active antennas is 16, with an average spacing of 9.64 cm, as shown in Table 2 A performance comparison between the ULA design and the reweighted design is summarised in Table 3 , where the result using direct l 1 norm minimisation in (25) (i.e. without reweighted iteration) is also included. We can see that they all have a very similar sidelobe level; however, the number of antennas required after location optimisation has been reduced by five using the reweighted design. Although the method in (25) also gives a sparse solution, with an adjacent antenna spacing larger than half wavelength, the number of antennas is increased from 21 to 24 (therefore with a much reduced sidelobe error), highlighting the need for the proposed reweighted design in (26).
Conclusions
A multi-carrier based antenna array structure for DM has been proposed for the first time, where a baseband implementation similar to the classic OFDM structure in wireless communications is derived. Then we studied the antenna location optimisation problem in this context and a class of CS-based design methods were developed. The key is to find a common set of sparse result for all modulation symbols at all frequencies using the concept of group sparsity. As shown in the provided design examples, in the context of DM, the sparse design has achieved a main lobe Table 1 Resultant weight coefficients for m = 0 (symbol 00) at the frequency 2.39875 GHz based on (12) pointing to the desired direction with scrambled phases in other directions. In particular, the design can provide a sparse solution as expected, using less number of antennas with a satisfactory performance compared to the ULA design case. 
